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parma è una città italiana che ha una storia altrettanto antica e affascinante in questo libro affò presenta una descrizione
dettagliata della storia di questa città dalle origini ai giorni nostri il libro è una fonte essenziale per coloro che vogliono
conoscere la storia e la cultura italiana this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant according to one narrative that received almost
canonical status a century ago with francis haverfield the orthogonal grid was the most important development of ancient
town planning embodying values of civilization in contrast to barbarism diffused in particular by hundreds of roman colonial
foundations and its main legacy to subsequent urban development was the model of the grid city spread across the new
world in new colonial cities this book explores the shortcomings of that all too colonialist narrative and offers new
perspectives it explores the ideals articulated both by ancient city founders and their modern successors it looks at new
evidence for roman colonial foundations to reassess their aims and it looks at the many ways post roman urbanism looked
back to the roman model with a constant re appropriation of the idea of the roman this book is a complete guide to the regia
marina the navy with which italy fought the second world war starting with the historical background it describes how the
navy developed how it was organised the facilities that supported it and the operations it conducted both before and after
the armistice in 1943 it also details all its ships with full technical particulars plans and photos furthermore there are
chapters on special topics like camouflage uniforms decorations and insignia and a who s who of important naval
personalities and the reference value of the book is enhanced by a comprehensive bibliography and guide to sources the
illustration is a noteworthy feature of the book as the author s collection of naval photographs is one of the best in italy he is
also a fine draughtsman and his ship plans and colour illustrations are both detailed and accurate adding a particular appeal
for modelmakers of all the main combatant navies of this era the italian is probably the most poorly represented in english
publications so this comprehensive handbook will be especially welcomed by the naval history community questo volume di
angelo pezzana e ireneo affò è dedicato alla città di parma e copre gli eventi storici dal xiv al xviii secolo il libro esamina la
vita quotidiana dei cittadini di parma i loro costumi e le loro tradizioni molte pagine sono dedicate alle arti e alla cultura
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soprattutto alla musica questo è un libro essenziale per tutti gli amanti delle città storiche italiane e della loro cultura this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant this study presents new evidence for the development of commerce and inter regional
trade through survey and analysis of urban layout and architecture the study of roman urbanism especially its early
republican phases is extensively rooted in the evidence provided by a series of key sites several of them located in italy
some of these italian towns e g fregellae alba fucens cosa have received a great deal of scholarly attention in the past and
they are routinely referenced as textbook examples framing much of our understanding of the broad phenomenon of roman
urbanism however discussions of these sites tend to fall back on well established interpretations with relatively little or no
awareness of more recent developments this is remarkable since our understanding of these sites has since evolved thanks
to new archaeological fieldwork often characterised by the pursuit of new questions and the application of new approaches
similarly new evidence from other sites has since prompted a reconsideration of time honoured views about the nature role
and long term trajectory of roman towns in italy tracing its origins in the laurence seminar on roman urbanism in italy recent
discoveries and new directions which took place at the faculty of classics of the university of cambridge 27 28 may 2022 this
volume brings together scholars whose recent work at key sites is contributing to expand change or challenge our current
knowledge and understanding of roman urbanism in italy the individual chapters showcase some of the most recent
methods and approaches applied to the study of roman towns discussing the broader implications of fresh archaeological
discoveries from both well known and less widely known sites from the po plain to southern italy from the republican to the
late antique period and beyond this volume offers unparalleled coverage of all aspects of art and architecture from medieval
western europe from the 6th century to the early 16th century drawing upon the expansive scholarship in the celebrated
grove dictionary of art and adding hundreds of new entries it offers students researchers and the general public a reliable up
to date and convenient resource covering this field of major importance in the development of western history and
international art and architecture si l on se penche sur les phénomènes de contestation de l autorité politique par la
littérature ou les arts qui constitue un axe de recherche majeur du laboratoire aux travaux duquel contribue ce volume il
appert que dans bien des pays d europe l autorité politique s est identifiée avec celle du monarque alors qu en italie cas
exceptionnel et pour cause puisque le siège de la papauté y est implanté depuis deux millénaires sans autre interruption
que le demi siècle avignonnais c est la papauté qui s est constituée en pouvoir politique se revendiquant d une double
autorité spirituelle et morale et s incarnant en un véritable organisme étatique le pape et la papauté représentent à leur tour
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deux incarnations de l autorité l une institutionnelle le gouvernement ecclésiastique l autre individuelle le souverain pontife
comme successeur de pierre investi d une mission de divine inspiration et exerçant à ce titre une autorité suprême c est en
tout cas une spécificité italienne que d être par tant un pays à la fois laïc et non laïc dans lequel la figure du pape remplace
celle du roi suscitant depuis son affirmation comme telle polémiques et défenses de l institution ecclésiale autant que de
papes en particuliers de fait l affirmation de la primauté spirituelle et temporelle du pape sur le monde médiéval chrétien
présente in nuce les failles juridiques et morales qui légitiment l expression immédiate d opposants à cette hégémonie aussi
les vingt études regroupées dans ce volume illustrent elles à la fois l ancrage et la permanence d une tradition historique
artistique littéraire la remise en cause en quelque sorte chronique du pouvoir du pape et de l Église du xie siècle à nos jours
chacune d elles montre par ailleurs en creux ou explicitement selon les cas l idéal d une Église d une papauté et de papes
que leurs partisans comme leurs opposants eussent voulus au dessus des intérêts matériels et des stratégies de pouvoir
tous se présentant en mal d une autorité morale incontestable et littéralement incomparable celle des princes telle qu elle
ressort de ces travaux n échappant pas non plus à une sévère critique dans le balayage temporel et thématique qu elles
effectuent ces études du même coup rendent compte du paradoxe proprement italien d une tension ancestrale et originale
entre la religion de la politique et la politique de la religion this volume offers the first comprehensive survey of regime
change in italy in the period c 1494 c 1559 far from being a purely modern phenomenon regime change was a common
feature of life in renaissance italy no more so than during the italian wars 1494 1559 during those turbulent years
governments rose and fell with dizzying regularity some changes of regime were peaceful others were more violent but
whenever a new reggimento took power old social tensions were laid bare and new challenges emerged any of which could
easily threaten its survival this provoked a variety of responses both from newly established regimes and from their
opponents constitutional reforms were proposed and enacted civic rituals were developed works of art were commissioned
literary works were penned and occasionally aspects of material culture were pressed into service as well comparative in
approach and broad in scope it offers a provocative new view of the diverse political culture and economic factors which
ensured the survival or demise of regimes not only in major polities like florence rome and venice but also in less well
studied regions like savoy this book will appeal to researchers and students alike interested in cultural political and military
history this lavishly illustrated book looks at the art and architecture of episcopal palaces as expressions of power and
ideology tracing the history of the bishop s residence in the urban centers of northern italy over the middle ages maureen c
miller asks why this once rudimentary and highly fortified structure called a domus became a complex and elegant palace
palatium by the late twelfth century miller argues that the change reflects both the emergence of a distinct clerical culture
and the attempts of bishops to maintain authority in public life she relates both to the gregorian reform movement which set
new standards for clerical deportment and at the same time undercut episcopal claims to secular power as bishops lost
temporal authority in their cities to emerging communal governments they compensated architecturally and competed with
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the communes for visual and spatial dominance in the urban center this rivalry left indelible marks on the layout and
character of italian cities moreover miller contends this struggle for power had highly significant but mixed results for
western christianity on the one hand as bishops lost direct governing authority in their cities they devised ways to retain
status influence and power through cultural practices this response to loss was highly creative on the other hand their loss of
secular control led bishops to emphasize their spiritual powers and to use them to obtain temporal ends the coercive use of
spiritual authority contributed to the emergence of a persecuting society in the central middle ages through a visually
oriented investigation of historical in visibility in early modern italy the essays in this volume recover those women wives
widows mistresses the illegitimate who have been erased from history in modern literature rendered invisible or obscured by
history or scholarship as well as those who were overshadowed by male relatives political accident or spatial location a multi
faceted invisibility of the individual and of the object is the thread that unites the chapters in this volume though some
women chose to be invisible for example the cloistered nun these essays show that in fact their voices are heard or seen
through their commissions and their patronage of the arts which afforded them some visibility invisibility is also examined in
terms of commissions which are no longer extant or are inaccessible what is revealed throughout the essays is a new way of
looking at works of art a new way to visualize the past by addressing representational invisibility the marginalized or absent
subject or object and historical in visibility to discover who does the looking and how this shapes how something or someone
is visible or invisible the result is a more nuanced understanding of the place of women and gender in early modern italy the
intellectual societies known as academies played a vital role in the development of culture and scholarly debate throughout
italy between 1525 1700 they were fundamental in establishing the intellectual networks later defined as the république des
lettres and in the dissemination of ideas in early modern europe through print manuscript oral debate and performance this
volume surveys the social and cultural role of academies challenging received ideas and incorporating recent archival
findings on individuals networks and texts ranging over academies in both major and smaller or peripheral centres these
collected studies explore the interrelationships of academies with other cultural forums individual essays examine the fluid
nature of academies and their changing relationships to the political authorities their role in the promotion of literature the
visual arts and theatre and the diverse membership recorded for many academies which included scientists writers printers
artists political and religious thinkers and unusually a number of talented women contributions by established international
scholars together with studies by younger scholars active in this developing field of research map out new perspectives on
the dynamic place of the academies in early modern italy the publication results from the research collaboration the italian
academies 1525 1700 the first intellectual networks of early modern europe funded by the arts and humanities research
council and is edited by the senior investigators expanding interdisciplinary investigations into gender and material culture
katherine a mciver here adds a new dimension to renaissance patronage studies by considering domestic art the decoration
of the domestic interior as opposed to patronage of the fine arts painting sculpture and architecture taking a
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multidimensional approach mciver looks at women as collectors of precious material goods as organizers of the early
modern home and as decorators of its interior by analyzing the inventories of women s possessions mciver considers the
wide range of domestic objects that women owned such as painted and inlaid chests painted wall panels tapestries fine
fabrics for wall and bed hangings and elaborate jewelry pendant earrings brooches garlands for the hair necklaces and rings
as well as personal devotional objects considering all forms of patronage opportunities open to women she evaluates their
role in commissioning and utilizing works of art and architecture as a means of negotiating power in the court setting in the
process offering fresh insights into their lives limitations and the possibilities open to them as patrons using her subjects
financial records to track their sources of income and the circumstances under which it was spent mciver thereby also
provides insights into issues of renaissance women s economic rights and responsibilities the primary focus on the lives and
patronage patterns of three relatively unknown women laura pallavicina sanvitale giacoma pallavicina and camilla
pallavicina provides a new model for understanding what women bought displayed collected and commissioned by moving
beyond the traditional artistic centers of florence venice and rome analyzing instead women s artistic patronage in the
feudal courts around parma and piacenza during the sixteenth century mciver nuances our understanding of women s
position and power both in and out of the home carefully integrating extensive archival secrets in all their variety permeated
early modern europe from the whispers of ambassadors at court to the emphatically publicized books of home remedies that
flew from presses and booksellers shops this interdisciplinary volume draws on approaches from art history and cultural
studies to investigate the manifestations of secrecy in printed books and drawings staircases and narrative paintings
ecclesiastical furnishings and engravers tools topics include how patrons of art and architecture deployed secrets to
construct meanings and distinguish audiences and how artists and patrons manipulated the content and display of the
subject matter of artworks to create an aura of exclusive access and privilege essays examine the ways in which popes and
princes skillfully deployed secrets in works of art to maximize social control and how artists printers and folk healers
promoted their wares through the impression of valuable mysterious knowledge the authors contributing to the volume
represent both established authorities in their field as well as emerging voices this volume will have wide appeal for
historians art historians and literary scholars introducing readers to a fascinating and often unexplored component of early
modern culture the world guide to special libraries lists about 35 000 libraries world wide categorized by more than 800 key
words including libraries of departments institutes hospitals schools companies administrative bodies foundations
associations and religious communities it provides complete details of the libraries and their holdings and alphabetical
indexes of subjects and institutions this volume is dedicated to serenata and festa teatrale in 18th century europe especially
to the production of this music dramatic genre at the courts on the iberian peninsula in italy and the holy roman empire
where it was an integral part of court ceremonials and a privileged ritual of repraesentatio maiestatis the 16 studies on
patrons and artists exceptional events and local traditions reveal highly interesting material for the research on these up to
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now largely neglected genre any approach to these works full of metaphors symbols and allusions has to take into account
the context of the celebration and the resulting multiplicity of aspects choice of themes dramaturgical forms textual and
musical structures vocal and instrumental ensembles and the various options regarding the stage apparatus serenata and
festa teatrale in 18th century europe edited by iskrena yordanova lisbon and paologiovanni maione naples inaugurates the
series cadernos de queluz a subseries of specula spectacula by don juan archiv wien
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Parma 1989
parma è una città italiana che ha una storia altrettanto antica e affascinante in questo libro affò presenta una descrizione
dettagliata della storia di questa città dalle origini ai giorni nostri il libro è una fonte essenziale per coloro che vogliono
conoscere la storia e la cultura italiana this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Memorie e documenti per la storia della Università di Parma nel Medioevo
1888
according to one narrative that received almost canonical status a century ago with francis haverfield the orthogonal grid
was the most important development of ancient town planning embodying values of civilization in contrast to barbarism
diffused in particular by hundreds of roman colonial foundations and its main legacy to subsequent urban development was
the model of the grid city spread across the new world in new colonial cities this book explores the shortcomings of that all
too colonialist narrative and offers new perspectives it explores the ideals articulated both by ancient city founders and their
modern successors it looks at new evidence for roman colonial foundations to reassess their aims and it looks at the many
ways post roman urbanism looked back to the roman model with a constant re appropriation of the idea of the roman

Storia Della Città Di Parma; Volume 4 2023-07-18
this book is a complete guide to the regia marina the navy with which italy fought the second world war starting with the
historical background it describes how the navy developed how it was organised the facilities that supported it and the
operations it conducted both before and after the armistice in 1943 it also details all its ships with full technical particulars
plans and photos furthermore there are chapters on special topics like camouflage uniforms decorations and insignia and a
who s who of important naval personalities and the reference value of the book is enhanced by a comprehensive
bibliography and guide to sources the illustration is a noteworthy feature of the book as the author s collection of naval
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photographs is one of the best in italy he is also a fine draughtsman and his ship plans and colour illustrations are both
detailed and accurate adding a particular appeal for modelmakers of all the main combatant navies of this era the italian is
probably the most poorly represented in english publications so this comprehensive handbook will be especially welcomed
by the naval history community

Storia della città di Parma 1837
questo volume di angelo pezzana e ireneo affò è dedicato alla città di parma e copre gli eventi storici dal xiv al xviii secolo il
libro esamina la vita quotidiana dei cittadini di parma i loro costumi e le loro tradizioni molte pagine sono dedicate alle arti e
alla cultura soprattutto alla musica questo è un libro essenziale per tutti gli amanti delle città storiche italiane e della loro
cultura this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Memorie e documenti per la storia della università di Parma nel medioevo
1888
this study presents new evidence for the development of commerce and inter regional trade through survey and analysis of
urban layout and architecture the study of roman urbanism especially its early republican phases is extensively rooted in the
evidence provided by a series of key sites several of them located in italy some of these italian towns e g fregellae alba
fucens cosa have received a great deal of scholarly attention in the past and they are routinely referenced as textbook
examples framing much of our understanding of the broad phenomenon of roman urbanism however discussions of these
sites tend to fall back on well established interpretations with relatively little or no awareness of more recent developments
this is remarkable since our understanding of these sites has since evolved thanks to new archaeological fieldwork often
characterised by the pursuit of new questions and the application of new approaches similarly new evidence from other sites
has since prompted a reconsideration of time honoured views about the nature role and long term trajectory of roman towns
in italy tracing its origins in the laurence seminar on roman urbanism in italy recent discoveries and new directions which
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took place at the faculty of classics of the university of cambridge 27 28 may 2022 this volume brings together scholars
whose recent work at key sites is contributing to expand change or challenge our current knowledge and understanding of
roman urbanism in italy the individual chapters showcase some of the most recent methods and approaches applied to the
study of roman towns discussing the broader implications of fresh archaeological discoveries from both well known and less
widely known sites from the po plain to southern italy from the republican to the late antique period and beyond

Arte a Parma nel Novecento fra cronaca e storia. Ediz. a colori 2018
this volume offers unparalleled coverage of all aspects of art and architecture from medieval western europe from the 6th
century to the early 16th century drawing upon the expansive scholarship in the celebrated grove dictionary of art and
adding hundreds of new entries it offers students researchers and the general public a reliable up to date and convenient
resource covering this field of major importance in the development of western history and international art and architecture

Parma 1993
si l on se penche sur les phénomènes de contestation de l autorité politique par la littérature ou les arts qui constitue un axe
de recherche majeur du laboratoire aux travaux duquel contribue ce volume il appert que dans bien des pays d europe l
autorité politique s est identifiée avec celle du monarque alors qu en italie cas exceptionnel et pour cause puisque le siège
de la papauté y est implanté depuis deux millénaires sans autre interruption que le demi siècle avignonnais c est la papauté
qui s est constituée en pouvoir politique se revendiquant d une double autorité spirituelle et morale et s incarnant en un
véritable organisme étatique le pape et la papauté représentent à leur tour deux incarnations de l autorité l une
institutionnelle le gouvernement ecclésiastique l autre individuelle le souverain pontife comme successeur de pierre investi d
une mission de divine inspiration et exerçant à ce titre une autorité suprême c est en tout cas une spécificité italienne que d
être par tant un pays à la fois laïc et non laïc dans lequel la figure du pape remplace celle du roi suscitant depuis son
affirmation comme telle polémiques et défenses de l institution ecclésiale autant que de papes en particuliers de fait l
affirmation de la primauté spirituelle et temporelle du pape sur le monde médiéval chrétien présente in nuce les failles
juridiques et morales qui légitiment l expression immédiate d opposants à cette hégémonie aussi les vingt études
regroupées dans ce volume illustrent elles à la fois l ancrage et la permanence d une tradition historique artistique littéraire
la remise en cause en quelque sorte chronique du pouvoir du pape et de l Église du xie siècle à nos jours chacune d elles
montre par ailleurs en creux ou explicitement selon les cas l idéal d une Église d une papauté et de papes que leurs
partisans comme leurs opposants eussent voulus au dessus des intérêts matériels et des stratégies de pouvoir tous se
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présentant en mal d une autorité morale incontestable et littéralement incomparable celle des princes telle qu elle ressort
de ces travaux n échappant pas non plus à une sévère critique dans le balayage temporel et thématique qu elles effectuent
ces études du même coup rendent compte du paradoxe proprement italien d une tension ancestrale et originale entre la
religion de la politique et la politique de la religion

Storia di Parma 1908
this volume offers the first comprehensive survey of regime change in italy in the period c 1494 c 1559 far from being a
purely modern phenomenon regime change was a common feature of life in renaissance italy no more so than during the
italian wars 1494 1559 during those turbulent years governments rose and fell with dizzying regularity some changes of
regime were peaceful others were more violent but whenever a new reggimento took power old social tensions were laid
bare and new challenges emerged any of which could easily threaten its survival this provoked a variety of responses both
from newly established regimes and from their opponents constitutional reforms were proposed and enacted civic rituals
were developed works of art were commissioned literary works were penned and occasionally aspects of material culture
were pressed into service as well comparative in approach and broad in scope it offers a provocative new view of the diverse
political culture and economic factors which ensured the survival or demise of regimes not only in major polities like florence
rome and venice but also in less well studied regions like savoy this book will appeal to researchers and students alike
interested in cultural political and military history

Rome and the Colonial City 2022
this lavishly illustrated book looks at the art and architecture of episcopal palaces as expressions of power and ideology
tracing the history of the bishop s residence in the urban centers of northern italy over the middle ages maureen c miller
asks why this once rudimentary and highly fortified structure called a domus became a complex and elegant palace palatium
by the late twelfth century miller argues that the change reflects both the emergence of a distinct clerical culture and the
attempts of bishops to maintain authority in public life she relates both to the gregorian reform movement which set new
standards for clerical deportment and at the same time undercut episcopal claims to secular power as bishops lost temporal
authority in their cities to emerging communal governments they compensated architecturally and competed with the
communes for visual and spatial dominance in the urban center this rivalry left indelible marks on the layout and character
of italian cities moreover miller contends this struggle for power had highly significant but mixed results for western
christianity on the one hand as bishops lost direct governing authority in their cities they devised ways to retain status
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influence and power through cultural practices this response to loss was highly creative on the other hand their loss of
secular control led bishops to emphasize their spiritual powers and to use them to obtain temporal ends the coercive use of
spiritual authority contributed to the emergence of a persecuting society in the central middle ages

Mussolini�s Navy 2012-09-30
through a visually oriented investigation of historical in visibility in early modern italy the essays in this volume recover
those women wives widows mistresses the illegitimate who have been erased from history in modern literature rendered
invisible or obscured by history or scholarship as well as those who were overshadowed by male relatives political accident
or spatial location a multi faceted invisibility of the individual and of the object is the thread that unites the chapters in this
volume though some women chose to be invisible for example the cloistered nun these essays show that in fact their voices
are heard or seen through their commissions and their patronage of the arts which afforded them some visibility invisibility
is also examined in terms of commissions which are no longer extant or are inaccessible what is revealed throughout the
essays is a new way of looking at works of art a new way to visualize the past by addressing representational invisibility the
marginalized or absent subject or object and historical in visibility to discover who does the looking and how this shapes how
something or someone is visible or invisible the result is a more nuanced understanding of the place of women and gender in
early modern italy

Pomodoro. L'oro rosso di Parma fra storia e tecnologia 2022
the intellectual societies known as academies played a vital role in the development of culture and scholarly debate
throughout italy between 1525 1700 they were fundamental in establishing the intellectual networks later defined as the
république des lettres and in the dissemination of ideas in early modern europe through print manuscript oral debate and
performance this volume surveys the social and cultural role of academies challenging received ideas and incorporating
recent archival findings on individuals networks and texts ranging over academies in both major and smaller or peripheral
centres these collected studies explore the interrelationships of academies with other cultural forums individual essays
examine the fluid nature of academies and their changing relationships to the political authorities their role in the promotion
of literature the visual arts and theatre and the diverse membership recorded for many academies which included scientists
writers printers artists political and religious thinkers and unusually a number of talented women contributions by
established international scholars together with studies by younger scholars active in this developing field of research map
out new perspectives on the dynamic place of the academies in early modern italy the publication results from the research
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collaboration the italian academies 1525 1700 the first intellectual networks of early modern europe funded by the arts and
humanities research council and is edited by the senior investigators

Storia Della Città Di Parma, Volume 3... 2023-07-18
expanding interdisciplinary investigations into gender and material culture katherine a mciver here adds a new dimension to
renaissance patronage studies by considering domestic art the decoration of the domestic interior as opposed to patronage
of the fine arts painting sculpture and architecture taking a multidimensional approach mciver looks at women as collectors
of precious material goods as organizers of the early modern home and as decorators of its interior by analyzing the
inventories of women s possessions mciver considers the wide range of domestic objects that women owned such as painted
and inlaid chests painted wall panels tapestries fine fabrics for wall and bed hangings and elaborate jewelry pendant
earrings brooches garlands for the hair necklaces and rings as well as personal devotional objects considering all forms of
patronage opportunities open to women she evaluates their role in commissioning and utilizing works of art and architecture
as a means of negotiating power in the court setting in the process offering fresh insights into their lives limitations and the
possibilities open to them as patrons using her subjects financial records to track their sources of income and the
circumstances under which it was spent mciver thereby also provides insights into issues of renaissance women s economic
rights and responsibilities the primary focus on the lives and patronage patterns of three relatively unknown women laura
pallavicina sanvitale giacoma pallavicina and camilla pallavicina provides a new model for understanding what women
bought displayed collected and commissioned by moving beyond the traditional artistic centers of florence venice and rome
analyzing instead women s artistic patronage in the feudal courts around parma and piacenza during the sixteenth century
mciver nuances our understanding of women s position and power both in and out of the home carefully integrating
extensive archival

Le cucine di Parma. Storia e ricette 2016
secrets in all their variety permeated early modern europe from the whispers of ambassadors at court to the emphatically
publicized books of home remedies that flew from presses and booksellers shops this interdisciplinary volume draws on
approaches from art history and cultural studies to investigate the manifestations of secrecy in printed books and drawings
staircases and narrative paintings ecclesiastical furnishings and engravers tools topics include how patrons of art and
architecture deployed secrets to construct meanings and distinguish audiences and how artists and patrons manipulated the
content and display of the subject matter of artworks to create an aura of exclusive access and privilege essays examine the
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ways in which popes and princes skillfully deployed secrets in works of art to maximize social control and how artists printers
and folk healers promoted their wares through the impression of valuable mysterious knowledge the authors contributing to
the volume represent both established authorities in their field as well as emerging voices this volume will have wide appeal
for historians art historians and literary scholars introducing readers to a fascinating and often unexplored component of
early modern culture

Parma, la vita e gli amori. Storia della città dal mille al millenovecento
2007
the world guide to special libraries lists about 35 000 libraries world wide categorized by more than 800 key words including
libraries of departments institutes hospitals schools companies administrative bodies foundations associations and religious
communities it provides complete details of the libraries and their holdings and alphabetical indexes of subjects and
institutions

Roman Urbanism in Italy 2024-02-15
this volume is dedicated to serenata and festa teatrale in 18th century europe especially to the production of this music
dramatic genre at the courts on the iberian peninsula in italy and the holy roman empire where it was an integral part of
court ceremonials and a privileged ritual of repraesentatio maiestatis the 16 studies on patrons and artists exceptional
events and local traditions reveal highly interesting material for the research on these up to now largely neglected genre any
approach to these works full of metaphors symbols and allusions has to take into account the context of the celebration and
the resulting multiplicity of aspects choice of themes dramaturgical forms textual and musical structures vocal and
instrumental ensembles and the various options regarding the stage apparatus serenata and festa teatrale in 18th century
europe edited by iskrena yordanova lisbon and paologiovanni maione naples inaugurates the series cadernos de queluz a
subseries of specula spectacula by don juan archiv wien

Memorie e documenti per la storia dell'Università di Parma nel Medioevo
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1888

Una città e la storia 2000

Andare oltretorrente. Archeologia e storia a Parma 2013

Studi sul Medioevo emiliano 2009

The Grove Encyclopedia of Medieval Art and Architecture 2012

Papes et Papauté 2013-11-12

Roma in appennino. Storia e civiltà lungo la via romana Parma-Lucca
2018

The Culture and Politics of Regime Change in Italy, c.1494-c.1559
2022-09-30
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Memorie e documenti per la storia della Università di Parma nel Medioevo
1888

Memorie e documenti per la storia della Università di Parma nel Medioevo
1984

The Bishop's Palace 2018-09-05

Storia della città di Parma 1980

Notizie e documenti per una storia della Biblioteca palatina di Parma
1962

Storia di Parma 1994

Memorie e documenti per la storia dell'università di Parma nel medioevo
1888
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Wives, Widows, Mistresses, and Nuns in Early Modern Italy 2016-12-05

Memorie e documenti per la storia della universita di Parma nel medioevo
1888

The Italian Academies 1525-1700 2016-04-14

Women, Art, and Architecture in Northern Italy, 1520–1580 2017-09-29

Cronologia universale, che facilita lo studio di qualumque storia, e
particolarmente serve di prodromo alli XXXXV. volumi della Biblioteca,
etc. [With engravings.] 1707

Visual Cultures of Secrecy in Early Modern Europe 2013-03-25

World Guide to Special Libraries 2011-12-22

Il pendolo della storia. Parma e il Piazzale della Pace 2017
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Dizionario corografico dell'Italia 1875

Serenata and Festa Teatrale in 18th Century Europe 2018-06-25
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